Cluster of Excellence “The Politics of Inequality”
Early Career Researchers Support Fund

FAQ

GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. What is the definition of the affiliated member according to Cluster Bylaws?

Answer: § 5 (5) Under these bylaws, Cluster affiliated members are the academic staff members financed through Cluster funds.

2. Who is the Early Career Researchers Support Fund primarily aimed at?

Answer: The fund is primarily aimed at Early Career Researchers not disposing of a personal research allowance/their own funds.

CALL SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1. Under “Available funding” the individual qualification measures are named. What is understood under those?

Answer: Individual qualification measures in this call are all further steps individual can take on their career path to increase their own qualifications. In the call the following examples are named: “for example conference travels, participation in summer schools, expenses for field research and networking activities, coaching, mentoring, etc.” Additional ones are trainings and online courses.

2. Under “Application Deadline” there is stated: “Applications for the current calendar year are open until the 30th of November.” Why is there no year named?

Answer: This call has a rolling deadline for each year of the Cluster funding, until the end of Cluster funding in 2025. In case the funds are not available anymore, the Call will be closed and not visible on the Cluster web page. In case the Call is changed, the new Call with the same name and visibly noted changes (in color) will be published.